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Abstract—This paper proposes the cybernetic rehabilitation aid
(CRA) based on the concept of direct teaching using tactile feedback with electromyography (EMG)-based motor skill evaluation.
Evaluation and teaching of motor skills are two important aspects
of rehabilitation training, and the CRA provides novel and effective solutions to potentially solve the difficulties inherent in these
two processes within a single system. In order to evaluate motor
skills, EMG signals measured from a patient are analyzed using a
log-linearized Gaussian mixture network that can classify motion
patterns and compute the degree of similarity between the patient’s
measured EMG patterns and the desired pattern provided by the
therapist. Tactile stimulators are used to convey motion instructions from the therapist or the system to the patient, and a rehabilitation robot can also be integrated into the developed prototype
to increase its rehabilitation capacity. A series of experiments performed using the developed prototype demonstrated that the CRA
can work as a human–human, human–computer and human–machine system. The experimental results indicated that the healthy
(able-bodied) subjects were able to follow the desired muscular
contraction levels instructed by the therapist or the system and perform proper joint motion without relying on visual feedback.
Index Terms—Direct rehabilitation, electromyography (EMG),
human–machine–human interface, rehabilitation robot, tactile
feedback.

I. INTRODUCTION

T

HE DEMAND for rehabilitation related to human
movement increases daily as a result of disease, occupational/traffic accidents and population growth. The evaluation
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and teaching of motor skills in patients represent two important aspects of motor skill training, and both areas must be
addressed in order to make such training effective. However,
because of the redundant degrees of freedom that exist in the
human musculoskeletal system, the same joint trajectory and/or
joint torque can be achieved through different muscular combinations, meaning that muscle activity as well as joint trajectory
and/or joint torque must be considered. As muscle activity
is closely related to the coordination of multiple muscles (a
key competency in realizing motor skills), electromyography
(EMG) can be used effectively to evaluate such activities on a
muscular level.
A number of researchers have used EMG signals to evaluate
patient performance during training or exercise sessions. Morita
et al., for example, used an impedance-controlled XY table for
upper-limb exercises. In order to quantify the physical condition
of the subjects, they measured the EMG and the position/angles
of upper-limb joints during exercise [1]. Lee et al. developed
a haptic device system for a training program. To investigate
the functional effects of this system, grip position, velocity, grip
force and EMG signals were measured during a reaching task
[2].
Conveying therapist’s instructions to patients is another important issue that remains to be resolved for effective motor
skill training. This can be performed by a therapist or a computerized training system, but in either case, the provision of
effective feedback channels to patients is necessary. This is not
easy because in the process of motor skill teaching, the therapist cannot stimulate all the necessary limbs and muscles of the
patient simultaneously due to the limited motion of the human
body. In state-of-the-art rehabilitation, teaching should be performed directly by the therapist with the help of biofeedback;
in the present study, this is called direct rehabilitation, and it
allows the therapist to perform direct teaching. At this point,
the study of Lieberman and Breazeal stands out [3]. They designed a wearable vibrotactile feedback suit for improved motor
learning. If an error occurs while a constant trajectory is being
followed on the screen, the system can stimulate the subject’s
body surface via tactile feedback [3].
Over the last decade, the implementation of rehabilitation
robots such as human–machine systems that use intelligent techniques and aim to convey the therapist’s motion capability to
the patient has gained momentum [4]. However, related studies
have generally been developed based on the learning of therapy
motion using force and position feedback, but these techniques
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cannot detect muscular activation and change the rehabilitation
process accordingly. A system that directly applies the therapist’s commands (i.e., muscle contractions) to the patient, combined with the ability to ascertain and evaluate the patient’s
muscle activation, is expected to provide a number of important benefits in motor skill training. Most previous rehabilitation studies have used human–machine or human–computer interfaces, and no research using human–human or human–machine–human interfaces appears in literature.
To solve the problems of evaluation and teaching in motor
skills simultaneously within a single human–machine–human
system, the authors have proposed a cybernetic rehabilitation
aid (CRA) using the concept of direct teaching via tactile feedback with an EMG-based motor skill evaluation function. In the
previous work, the first prototype of a conceptual CRA was developed, and the preliminary experimental results of this prototype have been published [5], [6]. In contrast, the newly developed CRA in this paper includes a human–machine–human
(patient–rehabilitation robot therapist) interface known as a cybernetic interface platform (CIP) that uses biological signals not
only to monitor and evaluate patients’ motor skills but also to
teach such skills. Direct rehabilitation can be performed even
in web-based environments using the proposed CRA, enabling
the difficulties inherent in transferring patients to medical centers to be eradicated. Also, the CIP can be used as a human–machine (patient–rehabilitation robot) system and a human–computer (patient–computer) system as well as a human–human
(therapist–patient) system which allows direct communication
and instruction transfer between therapist and patient, so that
multiple patients can be treated by a single therapist. Owing to
the human–machine–human interface implemented in the proposed CRA, a patient can be treated with therapist instructions
and a rehabilitation robot therapy capability. So, it is simultaneously benefited from expertise of therapist and advantages of
usage of a rehabilitation robot. In order to evaluate motor skills,
the motions of the therapist and patient are analyzed using a
log-linearized Gaussian mixture model (LLGMN) [7] that can
classify motion patterns via EMG signals. Tactile stimulators
that are safer than electrical stimulation (ES) are used to convey
the instructions of the therapist or the system to patients. In the
experiments performed in this paper, a therapeutic exercise machine known as the biodex multijoint system was integrated into
the system developed to increase its rehabilitation task capacity.
II. CYBERNETIC REHABILITATION AID SYSTEM
A. Main Concept
The major elements of the CRA concept are the patient, the
cybernetic interface platform, the therapist and a rehabilitation
robot. The CRA system (shown in Fig. 1) is managed by a CIP
that can be used as a human–computer (HCI), human–human
(HHI) or human–machine interface (HMI). Instruction commands can be generated by the CIP or the therapist. If they are
generated by the CIP and the patient performs the necessary
motor functions without the rehabilitation robot, the setup
works as a human–computer system. In the same situation
where commands are generated by the therapist directly, it
works as a human–human system. If the patient uses the

Fig. 1. Main concept of CRA. Patient, therapist, cybernetic interface platform
and a rehabilitation robot are major elements of CRA. CRA system can work
as a human–human (therapist–patient), human–machine (patient–rehabilitation
robot), human–computer (patient–computer) and human–machine–human
(therapist–rehabilitation robot–patient) system. Muscular activations of the
therapist and the patient are detected using EMG signals, and instruction
commands are sent to patient through tactile stimulators. In order to perform
necessary movements such as isometric exercise, a rehabilitation robot is
integrated into the system, which is managed by CIP.

Fig. 2. CRA system setup.

rehabilitation robot to perform the instructed motor function
and is rehabilitated with CIP commands, then the setup works
as a human–machine system. Furthermore, the system has a
flexible structure to enable its use as a human–machine–human
interface. In this paper, we outline the details and experimental results for HHI, HCI, and HMI operations. Those for
human–machine–human interface operation will be given in a
future study.
B. System Implementation
The CRA system setup (shown in Fig. 2) consists of two EMG
amplifiers, tactile stimulators with an amplifier unit, two DAQ
cards and a rehabilitation robot. The components of the system
are described as follows.
1) EMG Amplifiers and DAQ Cards: The system uses
four-channel EMG amplifiers (EMG-025 with EMG-BB04,
Harada Electronics Industry Ltd.) to measure the EMG signals of the therapist and the patient. A/D data conversion is
performed using National Instruments NI 6024E 12-bit Multifunction Data Acquisition (DAQ) cards with a sampling time
of 0.001 s.
2) Tactile Stimulators and Amplifier Unit: Teaching and/or
muscle activation via tactile feedback are extremely important
in rehabilitation. To this end, ES has been used in some studies
[8]–[10], especially for the sensory feedback. However, electrical stimulation application may result in accidents and/or
pain, and its use requires expertise. We therefore adopted tactile
stimulators (VBW32C, Audiological Eng. Corp.), which are
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Fig. 3. Detailed block diagram of CIP.

safer than electrical stimulation. A tactile stimulator (TS) is
a device that generates tactile sensations against the skin of
the user. It has an ideal working frequency of 250 Hz and a
nominal voltage of 2.5 V (rms). To drive the tactile stimulators,
an amplifier unit encompassing a Motorola MC34119 Low
Power Audio Amplifier was designed. A tactile stimulator can
be driven by sinusoidal or square wave signals; with the former,
the vibration level is adjusted using the signal’s amplitude; with
the latter, it can be adjusted using its duty cycle. In this study,
we used sinusoidal signals.
3) Rehabilitation Robot: To enable the performance of actual
rehabilitation tasks and increase the system’s scope of application, a Biodex Multi-Joint System 2-AP was used as a rehabilitation robot in the prototype. This model can be used in the testing
and rehabilitation of knee, ankle, hip, shoulder, elbow, and wrist
joints. The modes of operation cover isokinetic (concentric),
isometric, eccentric and passive (continuous) movements [11].
The controller provides the three analogue outputs of torque,
velocity and angle that are picked up by the CIP to enable monitoring of the patient and the process during rehabilitation.
4) Software: MATLAB/Simulink and its graphical user interface specifications were used as a platform for the development of the system and were supported by Microsoft Visual
C
6.0 software to enable the use of MATLAB’s S-function feature for complex algorithms. For rapid prototyping, the
system uses xPC Target.
C. Cybernetic Interface Platform
The CIP is the central processing unit of the CRA. It receives
and evaluates EMG signals from the patient and therapist as well
as the output parameters of the Biodex. In line with the results
of this evaluation, it controls the Biodex system and the tactile stimulators attached to the skin surface of the patient and/or
the therapist. The graphical user interface (GUI) can be used to
control the CIP, which permanently provides visual feedback to
the therapist to enable monitoring of the patient’s performance

during rehabilitation. A detailed block diagram of the CIP is
shown in Fig. 3, and explanations are given as follows.
1) Preprocessing and LLGMN Units: The CIP includes two
preprocessing units—one for the therapist and the other for the
patient. EMG signals measured from the muscles of the therapist and the patient with pairs of electrodes positioned on
the muscles dominant (see Section III-A) are amplified, rectified and filtered (using a second-order Butterworth filter with a
cutoff frequency of 1 Hz) and are digitized using a DAQ card
in the preprocessing unit. It should be noted that the low-pass
filter here is used as an integrator of for the rectified EMG to get
obtain an estimate of the muscle force. These sampled signals
are defined as
. Then, the
values are normalized so that the sum of channels equals one
[7], [12]–[14]

(1)
represents the normalized EMG signals, and
is the mean value of
while the arm is relaxed. The normalized EMG signals
are used for motion estimation. Since the EMG signals have the nonstationary
characteristics and are greatly influenced with individual differences, it is difficult to estimate accurately the intended motions from multichannel EMG patterns using a simple thresholding. Therefore, EMG signals are sent to the LLGMN unit
for motion classification. LLGMN [7] is based on the Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) and the log-linear model of the probability density function (pdf), and the a posteriori probability can
be estimated based on the GMM by learning. By applying the
log-linear model to a product of the mixture coefficient and the
mixture component of the GMM, a semiparametric model of the
pdf is incorporated into a three layer feed-forward neural network. Through learning, the LLGMN distinguishes motion patterns with individual differences, thereby enabling precise patwhere
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Fig. 4. Positions of EMG electrodes and tactile stimulators. In this study, tests
were carried out for wrist extension and flexion motions, and instruction commands were sent to patient through tactile stimulators. To enable this, EMG electrodes were placed on extensor (Ch1) and flexor (Ch2) muscles. Tactile stimulators TS1 and TS2 were used for extension and flexion, respectively, while TS3
was placed in an independent third position on the limb. TS3 was activated when
a negative difference between the MCL [see (2)] of the therapist (or system) and
that of patient occurred.

tern recognition for bioelectric signals such as EMG and EEG
[7], [14]. In particular, Fukuda et al. [14] confirmed that the
LLGMN can accurately classify EMG patterns measured from
forearm muscles and applied the network for human-assisting
manipulator control. On the basis of this idea, the CIP allows
classification of the measured EMG signals using LLGMN.
In the CIP, the system first instructs the user to perform
types of motion one by one. The feature vectors calculated from
these motions are then input to the LLGMN as teacher vectors,
and the LLGMN is trained to estimate the a posteriori probabilities of each motion. After the training, the system can calculate the similarity between patterns in the user’s motions and
trained motions as a posteriori probabilities by inputting the
newly measured (untrained) vectors to the LLGMN. Discriminating the motion with highest probability calculated as a user’s
intended motion, multiple motions can be estimated from the
EMG signals measured.
2) Muscle Contraction Evaluation (MCE) and Vibration
Level Determiner Unit: The MCE unit calculates the muscular
contraction level (MCL) defined as follows:
(2)
and
are the mean values of
while the corresponding muscle is relaxed and
while the maximum voluntary contraction is maintained, respectively. Here,
is the channel number in
, where is a set consisted of focused channel numbers for
calculation of the MCL and
is the number of elements in
the set . As an example, if includes all the channels, (2)
means the average contraction level of all the recorded muscles.
In the other case, the MCL can describe the specific muscle
contraction level by selecting the specific channels defined as
.
The control signal (CS) of the tactile stimulator is given as
follows:
where

CS

(3)

where is the amplitude of the control signal and is the frequency of the signal (selected as 250 Hz in this study). The value

of is determined by the vibration level determiner unit using
the difference between the MCL values of the therapist (or the
system) and the patient. The vibration level determined is sent
to the tactile stimulator selector and controller unit.
3) Tactile Stimulator Selector and Controller Unit: First, this
unit determines which tactile stimulators should work according
to the classified motion data. Then, in line with the vibration
level of the tactile stimulator from the vibration level determiner
unit and the motion data from the LLGMN unit, it determines
the driving signals for the tactile stimulators and sends the information to the tactile stimulator amplifier unit. If the LLGMN
output does not activate, then the system generates a motion
classification error signal and the tactile stimulators do not activate. The users can observe this situation through the graphical
user interface and the tactile feedback display.
4) Comparison and Performance Evaluation Unit: In the
comparison unit, the motion patterns of the therapist and patient are compared, and the tactile stimulators are controlled according to the output of the unit. The details of this process are
explained in Section III-A. The performance evaluation unit is
used to assess patient performance during the rehabilitation session. For a detailed explanation, see [5].
5) Rehabilitation Robot Control Unit: This unit controls the
rehabilitation robot according to the working mode selected by
the therapist through the GUI. It sends control commands to the
actuators of the rehabilitation robot according to the selected
exercise mode. Data on angles, torque and velocity generated
by the patient are also received via this unit.
III. EXPERIMENTS
A. Methods
A series of experiments was carried out to evaluate the performance of the developed system and human response to tactile
stimulation through the CRA. Two groups of four test subjects
(A, B, C, D) were selected to participate in the experiments. The
test subjects were aged between 20 and 24. The first group (G1)
conducted the test series without the use of the Biodex, while
the second group (G2) used it. In the experiments, the system
was used in HCI, HHI and HMI mode. In HHI mode, instruction commands were generated by the therapist (referred to in
this case as the virtual therapist). For HCI and HMI mode, the
commands were generated by the system. Furthermore, a step
function and a sinusoidal function were used as test commands.
During the experiments, the subjects’ eyes were covered with a
mask to enhance concentration, and no feedback other than tactile stimulation was provided.
The working modes were controlled with a closed-loop control system. The two parameters used to transfer commands to
the patient were motion direction (or motion classification) and
muscular activation level. In this study, focus was first placed
on wrist motion with extension and flexion. Two EMG channels were used to gather muscular contraction data. EMG electrodes were placed on the wrist extensor (Ch. 1) and flexor (Ch.
2) muscles (see Fig. 4). For feedback, three tactile stimulators
were used to convey commands to the patients. These were positioned on muscles dominant to the observed motion (i.e., the
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Fig. 5. Closed-loop control block diagram. Tactile stimulators are controlled by a closed-loop control system, which continuously compares the difference between
muscular contraction level of therapist (or system), MCL , and that of the patient, MCL . If this difference is positive, the positive error tactile stimulators (TS1
or TS2) are activated in line with the motion direction command. If a negative error occurs, the tactile stimulator (TS3) is activated.

extensor and flexor muscles) and are referred to here as positive-error tactile stimulators (TS1 and TS2). The third one,
called the negative-error tactile stimulator (TS3), was placed at
an independent third position on the patient’s forearm (Fig. 4).
A block diagram of the closed-loop control is shown in Fig. 5.
All channels are selected in the set for calculation of MCL,
that is,
, in the experiments. The difference between the
desired muscular contraction level MCL
generated by the
system or the therapist and the muscular contraction level of
the patient MCL are continuously detected by the system.
This difference MCL
is analyzed by the comparison unit,
which determines whether the error value is positive or negative.
The corresponding tactile stimulator is selected according to the
error value, and stimulation is initiated. The tactile stimulation
amplitude is adjusted in accordance with the error signal so that
the patient can actually feel the level of error.
The outlines of each working mode in the experiments are as
follows.
1) HCI Mode: In this mode, commands were generated by the
system and sent to the patient through the tactile stimulators without any visual feedback. In order to analyze the
performance of the test subjects in HCI mode, a step function command was applied and the subjects were asked to
follow the command as quickly as possible. The performance of the test subjects in the flexion and extension directions was analyzed using the trajectory-following error
and steady-state error parameters. Twenty trials were carried out for each test subject. In the next step of the experiments, the responses of the test subjects to continuously
changing values of desired commands were evaluated. A
series of sinusoidal waves was used for the desired trajectories in the experiments. Each test had a total duration of
70 s, and the series of the sinusoidal inputs was repeated
three times for flexion and three times for extension. Each
test subject performed this pattern 20 times, with the task
being to follow the given trajectory. The results were evaluated in consideration of the trajectory-following error and
correlation.
2) HMI Mode: The patients performed rehabilitation tasks
with the Biodex and commands generated by the system.
Here, parameters such as joint torque, joint velocity and
limb angle can be monitored by the CIP. The system was
basically operated using step function commands to ana-

lyze the test subjects, who were asked to follow the commands as quickly as possible. The Biodex was used in
isometric mode, and the subjects’ performance in the directions of extension and flexion was analyzed using the
trajectory-following error and steady-state error. Twenty
trials were carried out for each test subject. Sinusoidal
commands were also applied to the test subjects under a
procedure similar to that applied in the HCI experiments.
3) HHI Mode: In this mode, the therapist’s commands are directly transferred to the patient. In this set of tests, the therapist gave six repeated commands (three for extension and
three for flexion) with a time frame of 60 s. The patients
were asked to follow the trajectories given by the therapist,
and each subject performed 20 trials. Evaluation of the test
results again consisted of examination regarding the trajectory-following error and the correlation coefficients in
the same way as for the HCI and HMI modes. The CIP
receives and classifies the EMG signals of both the therapist and the patient, compares their muscular contraction
levels, and generates control signals for the tactile stimulators according to the error of the muscular contraction
level.
Then, direct teaching experiments were also carried out
to verify the validity of the proposed rehabilitation concept in EMG pattern teaching through comparison with a
teaching-by-showing approach. In this regard, another group
of three test subjects consisting of healthy males aged between
20 and 24 (E, F, G) was selected. The teaching motion focused
on the four movements of flexion (Motion 1: M1), extension
(Motion 2: M2), supination (Motion 3: M3), and pronation
(Motion 4: M4) of the right elbow joint. Electrodes and oscillators were attached to the skin surface near four muscles (Ch.
1: biceps brachii; Ch. 2: triceps brachii; Ch. 3: brachioradialis;
Ch. 4: flexor carpi radialis) on each subject. The therapist’s
arm motions were first shown to each individual, who was then
asked to repeat the motion. The EMG patterns generated from
the subjects were then evaluated before and after teaching by
means of tactile feedback. It should be noted that the tactile
stimulation signals were prepared based on the therapist’s EMG
patterns and conveyed to each subject as the desired patterns.
Finally, since the achievement of muscle activation as intended does not necessarily guarantee that the desired movement will be generated, the possible use of joint kinematics in
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isolation or in combination with muscle activation as a control
variable was explored to ensure that the desired movement was
actually achieved. In this experiment, the joint trajectories seen
during the motions were measured using goniometers (B2921,
Biometrics Ltd.) attached to the wrists of the therapist and the
patients, and the errors between these trajectories were transferred from the therapist to the patient in place of the EMG signals. That is, each tactile stimulator was activated in turn according to the joint trajectory error rather than the EMG error.
The other conditions were the same as those of the experiments.
In the following section, the results of experiments in the
HCI, HMI, and HHI working modes are outlined along with the
details of human reactions to tactile stimulation in terms of step
response, steady-state error, and trajectory-following error.
B. Results
1) HCI Mode: The step responses obtained from Group 1 are
shown in Fig. 6(a), and the results of the analysis for 20
trials are shown in Fig. 6(b) and (c). The average trajectoryfollowing errors obtained from the test subjects were 8.4%
for extension and 8.4% for flexion. For the steady-state
error, the average values for extension and flexion were
4.4% and 4.9%, respectively. According to these results,
the test subjects were able to follow the desired muscular
contraction level commands from the tactile stimulators.
An example of the experimental results for the responses of
continuously changing value is shown in Fig. 7. As can be
seen, the CIP generates the desired command according to
the parameters entered through the graphical user interface
(see the fourth figure from the top in Fig. 7). These parameters are the muscular contraction level, the activation time
for repetition, the number of repetitions and the interval between two commands. The CIP receives and classifies the
measured EMG signals of the patient (the first three figures
from the top), compares the desired muscular contraction
level specified by the system and the resulting muscular
contraction level of the patient (the fifth figure from the
top) and uses the results to generate control signals for the
tactile stimulators (the last three figures).
In the experiments, the test subjects were able to follow
the desired trajectory with an error of less than 12.1% (A1:
mean
, SD
; B1: mean
, SD
; C1: mean
, SD
; D1: mean
, SD
), while their average correlation constants for trajectory following were between 0.85 and 0.92
A1
B1
C1
D1
. These
results indicate that the test subjects were able to follow the
sinusoidal commands generated by the system with a high
level of accuracy.
2) HMI Mode: The step responses of the test subjects using
Biodex are shown in Fig. 8(a). Their performance in the
directions of extension and flexion was analyzed using the
trajectory-following error and steady-state error. The results of 20 trials are shown in Fig. 8(a) and (c) The average trajectory-following errors obtained from the test
subjects were 6.4% for extension and 7.9% for flexion. For
the steady-state error, the average values for extension and
flexion were 2.2% and 2.9%, respectively. As can be seen

Fig. 6. (a) Step response of test subjects with HCI. (b) Average trajectory-following error. (c) Steady-state error. Mean values and standard deviations of all
subjects for extension and flexion are shown in (b) and (c).

from these results, the test subjects using the Biodex were
able to follow the desired MCL commands from the tactile
stimulators.
An example of the experimental results for the sinusoidal
commands is shown in Fig. 9. The subjects were able to
follow the desired trajectory with an error of less than
16% (A2: mean, SD
%; B2: mean, SD
%; C2: mean, SD
; D2: mean,
SD
%). The average correlation constants for
trajectory following were between 0.84 and 0.89 A2
B2
C2
D2
. These results indicate that the CIP is able to classify patients’ EMG
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Fig. 7. Example of experimental results with HCI. This figure shows (from top
to bottom) EMG signals of patient (test subject), motion classification results,
desired and resulting muscular contraction levels (MCL
and MCL ), MCL
error and control signals for tactile stimulators. In the motion classification results, there are no signals from test subject at the beginning and end of motion
for a short time because there is a threshold that prevents misclassification in
the LLGMN algorithm. Tactile stimulators send vibrations to patient according
to MCL error signal. As can be seen from bottom three figures, if the error is
positive and direction is extension, then TS1 is activated; if error is positive and
direction is flexion, then TS2 is activated; and if error is negative, then TS3 is
activated. Consequently, patient can receive both motion information and force
(MCL) information through tactile feedback.

patterns, compare the desired muscular contraction levels
in terms of system commands and resulting contractions
by the patient, and then control the tactile stimulators according to the classification results and the control error of
the patient.
3) HHI Mode:An example of the experimental results in
the human–human communication and related photos
are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respectively. With the
HHI, the test subjects were able to follow the desired (therapist’s) trajectory with an error of less than
19.3% (A1: mean, SD
; B1: mean,
SD
%; C1: mean, SD
%;
D1: mean, SD
%). The average correlation
constants for trajectory following were between 0.68 and
0.83 A1
B1
C1
D1
.
The average error for each muscle activation level was
15.1% SD
.
Fig. 12 presents examples of EMG signals obtained from
the therapist and the patient during tactile feedback for direct
teaching. It shows tactile stimulator signals computed from the
therapist’s measured EMG signals, which were rectified and
normalized using the maximum value. The results of EMG

Fig. 8. (a) Step response of test subjects with HMI. (b) Average trajectoryfollowing error. (c) Steady-state error. Mean values and standard deviations of
all subjects for extension and flexion are shown in (b) and (c).

pattern evaluation using the LLGMN before and after tactile
teaching for each subject are shown in Fig. 13 and Table I.
Overall discrimination rates improved by 24.6% compared
with the teaching-by-showing approach.
An example of the experimental results in the joint trajectories communication from therapist to patient is also shown in
Fig. 14. The subjects were able to follow the target joint trajectories with an average error of 20.5% SD
.
IV. DISCUSSION
A. HMI and HCI
The mean values of the trajectory-following errors for four
subjects were calculated as 6.3% for extension and 7.86% for
flexion with the HMI [Fig. 8(b)], and as 8.36% for extension
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Fig. 9. Example of experimental results for HMI with BIODEX. This figure
shows (from top to bottom) EMG signals of patient (test subject), motion classification results, desired and resulting muscular contraction levels (MCL
and MCL ), MCL error and control signals for tactile stimulators. Instruction
commands are generated by system in this mode. CIP receives and classifies
EMG patterns of patient, then compares resulting MCL of patient with MCL
command generated by the system. According to error between two MCLs and
motion classification result, tactile stimulators are activated by CIP.

and 8.43% for flexion with the HCI [Fig. 6(b)]. According to
the t-test results, there was no significant difference between the
values at the 0.05 level (
,
for extension and
,
for flexion).
The experiments indicated that human responses reach a
stable level after 10 s. Accordingly, the steady-state error was
calculated for the period between 10 and 15 s. The mean
steady-state errors for the HCI were 4.4% for extension and
4.9% for flexion. For the HMI, the corresponding values
were 2.2% for extension and 2.9% for flexion. According to
a t-test, there was again no significant difference between the
two groups at the 0.05 level (
,
for
extension, and
,
for flexion).
Consequently, it can be judged that integrating the Biodex
into the system did not precipitate any negative effect. Additionally, the rehabilitative task capacity of the system increased
with the diversity of the Biodex exercise modes. The CIP is able
to monitor not only muscle activation in patients but also related

Fig. 10. Example of experimental results with HHI. Figure shows (from top
to bottom) EMG signals measured from therapist and patient (test subject),
motion classification results, normalized EMG signals of therapist and patient,
error between normalized EMG signals of therapist and patient, desired and resulting muscular contraction levels (MCL
and MCL ), MCL error and control signal for tactile stimulators. Each tactile stimulator is activated in turn by
CIP according to MCL error signal in the same way as with HCI and HMI.

mechanical parameters during rehabilitation. This can be considered very useful for evaluation and teaching of motor skills
in patients.
B. HCI and HHI
The HHI experiments performed with six repetitions per session using therapist commands and the HCI experiments performed with six repetitions per session using sinusoidal system
commands were compared using the average correlation coefficients and the mean values of the trajectory-following error.
With the HCI (Fig. 9), the subjects were able to follow the desired trajectory better than with the HHI (Fig. 10). According to
a t-test, there was a significant difference at the 0.05 level between the average correlation coefficients
and the mean values of the trajectory-following error
. This demonstrates that the tracking
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Fig. 11. Photos of experiments in HHI mode for wrist flexion and extension. Virtual therapist is on left, and test subject (A1) wearing an eye mask is on right.
(a)
s, (b)
s, (c)
s, (d)
s, (e)
s, (f)
s, (g)
s, and (h)
s.

Fig. 13. Results of evaluating EMG patterns discriminated using LLGMN before and after tactile teaching for each subject. Vertical axis shows motion discrimination rate, and horizontal axis the subject. White bars show discrimination rates of subjects’ EMG patterns before tactile teaching (i.e., those produced
exclusively through teaching by showing), and gray bars show corresponding
patterns after tactile teaching based on EMG measurement.

TABLE I
EMG PATTERN DISCRIMINATION RATES BEFORE
AFTER TACTILE TEACHING

Fig. 12. Sample EMG signals of EMG patterns from virtual therapist and virtual patient during tactile feedback. Figure shows (from top to bottom) EMG
signals measured from therapist, control signal for tactile stimulators as computed from muscular contraction levels (MCL
and MCL ) of therapist, test
subject’s EMG signals, and motion classification results. Gray areas show periods during which the motions of virtual therapist were generated and tactile
stimulation was presented in line with (2).

performance of the test subjects with the HCI is better than that
with the HHI because the therapist is not able to constantly generate identical patterns (see Fig. 10). A key point for future confirmation is how smoother and more stable motion patterns can
be obtained from the therapist. The ability to produce and save
appropriate patterns on a computer will allow the rehabilitation

AND

of patients using computerized commands obtained from the
therapist.
Fig. 12 clearly shows that muscle contractions in the patient
were observed in response to the tactile stimulation triggered
and determined in real time exclusively from the measured
EMG signals of the therapist. It can be seen from Fig. 13 and
Table I that the motion discrimination rates were improved
after tactile teaching, although individual variations for each
subject were observed. These results lead us to conclude that
the proposed teaching method has the potential to be used for
direct teaching during rehabilitation.
In the joint trajectories communication, the subjects were able
to follow the target joint trajectories with an average error of
20.5% SD
, which showed similar finding to EMG
communication. It was thus confirmed that joint trajectories set
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Fig. 14. Example of experimental results in joint-angle communication. Figure
shows (from top to bottom) EMG signals measured from therapist and patient
(test subject), joint angles measured using goniometers, angle error and control
signal for tactile stimulators. Joint trajectories seen during the motions of therapist were transferred to patients in place of EMG signals used in the experiment
shown in Fig. 10. That is, each tactile stimulator was activated in turn according
to joint trajectory error.

be inefficient (from an energy point of view, for example), it can
be retrained using the proposed CRA system to induce activity
that results in less energy-consuming motion.
In future work, we plan to apply the proposed CRA to rehabilitation training for EMG-controlled artificial limbs. In this
area, the number of therapists is steadily increasing but remains
insufficient, and cooperative muscle activity is extremely important in discriminating the motions intended by a patient from
his or her EMG signals. In addition to providing muscle coordination training, the CRA also allows a one-to-many rehabilitation environment, meaning that it can solve the above-mentioned problems in rehabilitation training with EMG-controlled
devices. In order to apply the CRA to practical rehabilitation
training, more complex and general cases involving multiple
muscles and joints must be treated within its framework. For
such complex motions, joint kinematics should be considered in
addition to muscle activation to improve the proposed method
for use in more general and effective rehabilitation scenarios.
We would like to showcase the performance of the CRA system
with real therapists and patients to allow additional performance
parameters and different extremities to be considered depending
on patient conditions and to enable a more user-friendly graphical user interface to be integrated. We also plan to consider the
joint kinematics as well as muscle activation in order to improve
the proposed method efficiency for more general rehabilitation
scenarios.
ACKNOWLEDGMENT

by the therapist can be used as control signals to ensure that the
desired movement is actually achieved, although the resulting
EMG signals of the patients were smaller than those of the therapist. These results indicate that the CIP can be used for direct
communication based on joint kinematics, and that the use of
joint kinematics in combination with muscle activation as a control variable could enhance system performance.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a novel rehabilitation system that functions as an HHI, an HCI and an HMI not only to monitor the
motor skills of patients but also to directly teach them such skills
using biological signals. The related experiments demonstrated
that the CRA system can work with all three modes and can be
proper for direct teaching during rehabilitation. The structure of
the CRA system is also perfectly suited for use as a human–machine–human interface.
In this study, our aim was to convey the desired muscle activity and motion to the patient. To this end, we used two parameters for rehabilitation—muscular activation level and discriminated motion. This situation is encountered in a variety of
cases such as rehabilitation training for artificial limbs, in which
well-coordinated muscle activity is extremely important for the
control of such prostheses. In other cases, however, it might
be better to control movement trajectories and let the patient
choose any combination of muscle activity that can produce the
desired movement. Even in such cases, the voluntarily obtained
muscle activity of the patient must be evaluated; if it is found to
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